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9781617836398 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Syria

Countries of the World Set 2

Dale Evva Gelfand

Explore diverse landscapes, travel back in

time, and discover unique populations, all without leaving

your chair! Start your international tour in Syria, land of

the Euphrates River, distinctive mosques, the ancient

cities of Aleppo and Damascus, and so much more. This

colorful, informative book introduces Syria’s history,

geography, culture, climate, government, economy, and

other significant features. Sidebars, maps, fact pages, a

glossary, a timeline, historic images and full-color photos,

and well-placed graphs and charts enhance this

engaging title. Countries of the World is a series in

Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing

Company.

ABDO

144 pages

9781617836275 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile Nonfiction 

Jan 1, 2013

Canada

Countries of the World Set 2

Karen Latchana Kenney

Explore diverse landscapes, travel back in

time, and discover unique populations, all without leaving

your chair! Start your international tour in Canada, land of

the Hudson Bay, hockey, the First Nation peoples, and

so much more. This colorful, informative book introduces

Canada’s history, geography, culture, climate,

government, economy, and other significant features.

Sidebars, maps, fact pages, a glossary, a timeline,

historic images and full-color photos, and well-placed

graphs and charts enhance this engaging title. Countries

of the World is a series in Essential Library, an imprint of

ABDO Publishing Company.

ABDO

144 pages

9781502617033

Juvenile

Nonfiction

May 1, 2016

Syria

Cultures of the World

9780761449911 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2014

Canada

Cultures of the World A�
Guek-Cheng Pang

Learn everything about Canada, including its history,

culture, economy, art, people, government, and more.

Cavendish Square

144 pages

9781489611062

Library Binding |

$

Juvenile

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2014

Migrants and Refugees

Global Issues

Trevor Smith

Av2 by Weigl

48 pages

9781615303298

Library Binding | 

History

Jan 1, 2011

Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan

Middle East: Region in Transition

Laura S Etheredge

Rosen Education Service 

226 pages

9781422234518 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2015
world today. Throw off the lab coat and get out and do

some science!

9781422234549 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Aug 1, 2015
world today. Throw off the lab coat and get out and do

some science!
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Syria
Major Nations of the Modern Middle East #13
Anne Marie Sullivan

Mason Crest Publishers
128 pages

The Kurds
Major Nations of the Modern Middle East #13
LeeAnne Gelletly

Mason Crest Publishers
120 pages
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9781616149482 

Hardcover | $  

Political Science 

Oct 7, 2014

Inside Syria: The Backstory of Their Civil War and What

the World Can Expect

Reese Erlich, Noam Chomsky

Based on first-hand reporting from Syria and

Washington, journalist Reese Erlich unravels the complex

dynamics underlying the Syrian civil war. Through vivid, on-

the-ground accounts and interviews with both rebel leaders

and Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, Erlich gives the

reader a better understanding of this momentous power

struggle and why it matters.Through his many contacts

inside Syria, the author reveals who is supporting Assad

and why; he describes the agendas of the rebel factions;

and he depicts in stark terms the dire plight of many

ordinary Syrian people caught in the cross-fire. The book

also provides insights into the role of the Kurds, the

continuing influence of Iran, and the policies of American

leaders who seem interested only in protecting US regional

interests.Disturbing and enlightening at once, this timely

book shows you not only what is happening inside Syria

but why it is so important for the Middle East, the US, and

the world.

Prometheus Books

313 pages

9781620970454 

Hardcover | $  

History

Mar 1, 2015

Syria: A History of the Last Hundred Years 

ohn McHugo

New Press 320 pages

9781624039010 

Hardcover | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Jan 1, 2016

Isis

Special Reports

Katie Marsico

ISIS covers the history of the terrorist organization and

what it stands for, how its leaders recruit more followers,

and the importance of understanding the threat this

organization poses for the rest of the world. Aligned to

Common Core Standards and correlated to state

standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo

Publishing, a division of ABDO.

ABDO Publishing

112 pages

9780415533867 

Paperback | $  

Social Science 

Mar 1, 2014

Global Migration: The Basics

Basics

Bernadette Hanlon, Thomas J Vicino

Migration is a politically sensitive topic and an

important aspect of contentious debates about social and

cultural diversity, economic stability, terrorism,

globalization, and nationalism.Global Migration: The

Basicsexamines:history and geography of global

migrationthe role of migrants in societyimpact of migrants

on the economy and the political systempolicy challenges

that need to be faced in confronting a rapidly changing

world economy and society.This book challenges students

of geography, political science, public policy, sociology,

and economics to look beyond the rhetoric and consider

the real and basic facts about migration. Through detailed

examinations of the scholarly literature, demographic

patterns, and public policy debates,Global Migration: The

Basicsexposes readers to the underlying causes and

consequences of migration.

Routledge

176 pages

9780313359576

Hardcover

History

Feb 1, 2013

Global Security Watch--Syria

Global Security Watch

Fred H Lawson

Praeger 194 pages

9781591585299

Hardcover |  

Social Science

Nov 1, 2015

Folktales from the Arabian Peninsula: Tales of Bahrain, 

Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab

Emirates, and Yemen
World Folklore
Margaret Read MacDonald, Nadia J Taibah

Libraries Unlimited
126 pages

9780385741958 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile 

Nonfiction

Sep 10, 2013

Outcasts United: The Story of a Refugee Soccer Team

That Changed a Town

Warren St John

For readers who followed Enrique's Journey,

Outcasts United is another equally moving account of

refugees finding a new life in the U.S.Based on the adult

bestseller, Outcasts United: An American Town, a Refugee

Team, and One Woman's Quest to Make a Difference, this

young people's edition is a complex and inspirational story

about the Fugees, a youth soccer team made up of diverse

refugees from around the world, and their formidable

female coach, Luma Mufleh. Clarkston, Georgia, was a

typical southern town until it became a refugee

resettlement center. The author explores how the

community changed with the influx of refugees and how the

dedication of Lumah Mufleh and the entire Fugees soccer

team inspired an entire community.From the Hardcover

edition.

Random House Children's Books

240 pages

9781742376691 

Paperback | $  

Juvenile Fiction 

Nov 1, 2013

The Ink Bridge

Neil Grant

A remarkable and gripping story about one

refugee boy on a desperate journey from Afghanistan, and

the Australian boy who befriends himEach step becomes a

heartbeat and I feel the distance between Omed and me

closing. I remember when I first met him—when he had

showed me what bravery meant. How he had stood up for

what he believed. In the end that had been his

undoing.This compelling story of two young men introduces

Omed, an Afghani refugee who, after his father is murdered

by the Taliban, undertakes a perilous journey through

Pakistan, Malaysia, and Indonesia to seek asylum in

Australia; and Hector, an Australian boy consumed by

grief, who has given up on school and retreated into

silence. Their paths meet at a candle factory where they

both find work, and secrets fester behind the monotonous

routine: secrets with terrible consequences. These two

silent boys—one born in a land of great beauty and great

violence, the other unable to escape the past—are tied

Allen & Unwin

276 pages
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